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Cough, cough. Is that person sick, or do they just have a throat tickle? A
growing body of research suggests pathogen threats shape key aspects of
human sociality. However, less research has investigated specific processes
involved in pathogen threat detection. Here, we examine whether perceivers
can accurately detect pathogen threats using an understudied sensory
modality—sound. Participants in four studies judged whether cough and
sneeze sounds were produced by people infected with a communicable disease or not. We found no evidence that participants could accurately identify
the origins of these sounds. Instead, the more disgusting they perceived a
sound to be, the more likely they were to judge that it came from an infected
person (regardless of whether it did). Thus, unlike research indicating perceivers can accurately diagnose infection using other sensory modalities (e.g.
sight, smell), we find people overperceive pathogen threat in subjectively
disgusting sounds.
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1. Introduction
Around 15% of human mortality around the world is caused by infectious
and parasitic diseases [1]. This is relatively good news, as infectious diseases
have probably been one of the greatest selection pressures on our species’
evolution [2]. Given such pressures, one might expect evolution to have
selected for abilities to detect and avoid infection threats. Indeed, existing
work suggests people can use certain sensory information to accurately identify
whether another person is infected. However, among the five major senses,
hearing has been relatively unexamined in this context. Can people identify
infectious disease from sounds such as coughs and sneezes? In this paper, we
report four studies suggesting the answer to this question might, surprisingly,
be no.
Why might infectious disease detection abilities exist? The physiological
immune system is an evolved mechanism for coping with pathogen threats.
However, immune defences are energetically expensive, and they risk collateral
damage. Given these issues, defensive psychological mechanisms that help
avoid infection through behaviour would complement the physiological
immune system. Such mechanisms have been referred to as the behavioural
immune system [3,4].
Multiple lines of evidence indicate that organisms use sensory cues, specifically those tied to objects and behaviours historically associated with pathogen
transmission (e.g. rotting material, faeces), to improve pathogen threat detection
accuracy. Many species of animals respond to olfactory, visual, tactile and gustatory cues connoting parasitic or toxic dangers with aversive and sanitationpromoting behaviours [5–8]. Humans also use a variety of sensory cues to
detect pathogen presence, although research with humans is relatively recent
and commonly restricted to Western undergraduates. Moreover, human
© 2020 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.

accuracy. Finally, we also tested whether trait-level concerns
about infection are associated with detection accuracy.

(a) Research overview

2. Study 1
(a) Methods
(i) Participants
Using TurkPrime [26], we recruited 165 United States (US)
participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk system. Participants had completed at least 100 prior MTurk assignments
with a 95% approval rate and were paid $0.90. Our final
sample comprised 148 participants (mean age (Mage) =
37.02, s.d.age = 10.73, 83 women), which afforded 80%
power to detect about an 11% difference from 50% (Cohen’s
h = 0.23; [27]). See [25] for detailed, preregistered exclusions
based on hearing issues, medical training, and survey completion (studies 1–3). Conclusions in all studies are robust
to these exclusions.

(ii) Materials and procedure
Sound stimuli featuring coughs and sneezes were extracted
from online, US-based videos (e.g. YouTube) (see [25]). We
included different types of sounds to improve ecological validity, though we had no predictions about sound type
differences. Targets who generated the infectious sounds
self-reported with certainty experiencing sickness with an
infectious disease (e.g. cold, flu). Targets who generated the
non-infectious sounds responded to benign irritants (e.g.
allergies, consumption of powdery spices, cotton swabs).
We trimmed videos to 1–2 s audio clips featuring only the
target sound. The full stimulus set comprised 20 coughs
and 20 sneezes, with half of each sound type being infectious
or non-infectious in origin.
After responding positively to a volume check, participants were given instructions about sound identification.
Infectious illness was defined as ‘an illness that can spread
between people’ and non-infectious was not defined.
Sounds were presented in random order.
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An initial pilot study (see [25]) with 116 participants used
similar methods to those described in study 1 below. After
listening to and attempting to identify whether coughs and
sneezes were infectious or non-infectious in origin, participants accurately identified 44% of the sounds’ origins, 95%
confidence interval (CI) [34%, 54%], a result not statistically
different from chance (50%). In our primary studies, we
expanded on this finding using a larger stimulus set and
more varied measures. For studies 2 and 3, we preregistered
research questions, predictions, sampling plans, exclusion criteria, and analyses on AsPredicted.org or the Open Science
Framework. For these and additional analyses, see ([25]
https://osf.io/4c7vr/).
Previewing our findings, we find no evidence that perceivers can accurately detect (above chance) pathogen threat
from sounds of coughs and sneezes, even though perceivers
are highly certain in their judgements. We do find that the
more disgusting that people perceive such sounds, the more
likely they are to judge them as originating from infected
others. However, attending to this disgust does not appear
to improve pathogen threat detection accuracy.

2
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evidence is limited by relatively few studies within any single
modality. Reviewing this work, with regard to sight, people
were repulsed by faecal-shaped objects, despite explicit
knowledge that they are non-infectious [9]. More generally,
stronger disgust reactions emerged when perceivers saw
images of body fluid-like stimuli relative to comparable
stimuli without such an appearance (e.g. lesions with pus
versus a burn scar, [10]). Recent research also found perceivers could distinguish above chance the faces of sick and
healthy individuals ([11]; but see [12]), though visual cues
may not be especially helpful for predicting a person’s susceptibility to future infection [13,14]. With regard to smell,
participants judged the odours of healthy individuals
injected with lipopolysaccharide (which activates immune
function) as less healthy [15] and engaged in prophylactic
behaviours when exposed to faecal-smelling chemicals [16].
Additionally, Russian participants rated the body odours of
those infected with gonorrhoea as more unpleasant [17].
Finally, with touch, participants rated objects that were wet
and similar to biological material (e.g. a dough mixture, as
opposed to cotton rope) as more disgusting and likely to produce illness [18], whereas inducing disgust in individuals led
to enhanced skin sensitivity, ostensibly facilitating avoidance
of infectious stimuli [19].
Detection of pathogen threats is important for many
species. However, very little work has examined the role of
auditory cues in this process. The ability to identify infected
individuals by sound seems useful in avoiding infection,
especially as it would allow detection from safer distances.
Consistent with the potential relevance of sound, people
were more likely to wash their hands after hearing belching
sounds [20]. In addition, hearing others cough or sneeze
increased perceptions of multiple health threats [21].
Although these findings require replication, it seems that
sounds can elicit pathogen-avoidance responses and
behaviours.
But can people accurately detect pathogens through sound?
From an error management perspective [22], people may possess evolved biases that limit accuracy. First, uncertainty
afflicts interpersonal pathogen detection, and, second, asymmetric costs in detection errors exist. Mistaking an infectious
person as non-infectious and potentially exposing oneself to
harmful pathogens is probably costlier than mistaking a
non-infectious person as infectious. Thus, people may be
biased to judge coughs and sneezes as originating from
infected rather than non-infected people. Such a bias—regardless of its potential origins [23]—would reduce the costlier
error (similar to a smoke detector’s false-positive bias).
Here, we report a pilot and three studies that: (i) test
whether people can accurately detect pathogen threats from
cough and sneeze sounds, and (ii) test potential explanations
for any detection abilities. Regarding detection abilities, perceivers may have lay theories about which sound dimensions
cue pathogen threat, and these theories may help them
reliably diagnose infection. For example, if disgust evolved
to promote disease avoidance [10,24], and people are disgusted by sensory cues that indicate the presence of
pathogens, then people may believe that disgusting features
of cough and sneeze sounds can appropriately diagnose
infection. We tested this both by directing participants to
use their disgust reactions to make judgements about
sounds that were infectious or non-infectious in origin and
by examining associations between disgust ratings and

(iii) Analyses outline

(b) Results
Are people able to accurately identify infectious and non-infectious coughs and sneezes? We find no sufficient evidence that
people can. On average, participants correctly identified 45%
of the sounds, consistent with chance (50%), b = −0.22, 95%
CI [−0.57, 0.13].1 The upper bound of our CI for overall

3. Study 2
The results of two initial studies suggest that perceivers may
not be able to accurately detect pathogen threats from cough
and sneeze sounds. One possibility is that individuals may be
relying on misleading auditory information. To test this, in
study 2, we focused on the role of disgust perceptions by
instructing participants to rate how disgusting the sound
stimuli were before identifying their origin. Given previous
work suggesting that pathogen threat cues elicit disgust
[10,18], attention to disgust might enhance accuracy in this
context.
A second issue is that perceivers may have lay beliefs about
the natural frequency of infectious sounds in everyday life. In
the current paradigm, half of the sound stimuli are infectious
in origin, and half are non-infectious (though participants in
study 1 were not told this). If people typically encounter different frequency distributions in their everyday lives, their
judgements may reflect those more naturalistic distributions.
Therefore, in study 2, we provided base rates by telling participants that half of the sounds were infectious in origin.

(a) Methods
(i) Participants
One hundred and fifty people recruited from MTurk using
the same methods in study 1 participated for $0.90. Our
final sample comprised 146 participants (Mage = 35.14, s.d.age= 9.73, 57 women), which afforded us 80% power to detect
about a 11% difference from 50% (Cohen’s h = 0.23).

(ii) Materials and procedure
We used the same stimuli and procedure from study 1, except
for two key differences. First, before hearing the sound clips,
participants read: ‘in total, you will listen to 10 infectious
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In all studies, contingent on our dependent variable (e.g. 0/
1 = incorrect/correct identification, 1/9 = not at all certain/
very certain), we used the lme4 package in R [29] to fit
either logistic or linear mixed effects models (deviating
from our preregistered repeated measures ANOVA analyses).
These models account for variability owing to sound origin
(our key variable) while also accounting for sampling variability in participants and sound stimuli. However, the
participant factor never accounted for meaningful variance
(responses differed more within than between participants),
so we excluded it in all reported models (see [25] for all
models). We always included sound origin (non-infectious
origin = −0.5, infectious origin = 0.5) as a fixed effect. Thus,
unless otherwise noted, for all models using accuracy as
the dependent measure (reported as percentage correct
and log-odds), we included only stimuli intercepts. Importantly, because our diagnostic test was binary, overall
accuracy is identical to the area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve.
By contrast, when we modelled Likert-like dependent
measures (e.g. 1/9 = not at all certain/very certain), we specified
random intercepts for participants and sound clips, and we
specified random participant slopes for sound origin because
we observed participants responding uniquely across the
two sound origin categories. We describe additional fixed
effect specifications in our Results sections. Because we
made no predictions for sound type, we did not include it
as a factor in our main analyses (see [25] for models including
this factor).
To increase confidence in our conclusions, we repeated the
detection analyses using the subset of stimuli containing an
explicit infection diagnosis. When comparing judgement accuracy for this subset to every possible non-infectious stimulus
set of equal size, statistical conclusions did not differ from
those involving the full stimulus set [25]. Thus, across studies,
we report analyses using all stimuli. In addition, we had five
research assistants code age, gender and race/ethnicity of
the target individuals featured in the sound stimuli to evaluate
as potential confounds. Including these variables in our
regressions did not meaningfully affect coefficients nor conclusions, so they are not included in the analyses. Details are
provided in [25].

accuracy translates to 53%, so we can reject overall accuracy
above 53%. Accuracy also did not significantly depend on
whether the sounds were truly infectious or non-infectious
in origin, 95% CI [−0.69, 0.71] (figure 1). Similar to our pilot
study, this low overall accuracy stems from the fact that participants more often classified non-infectious sounds as infectious
(55% false positive rate/45% specificity) than infectious
sounds as infectious (45% true positive rate/sensitivity).
Despite their accuracy being consistent with chance, perceivers were reasonably certain about their judgements,
M = 6.68, 95% CI [6.48, 6.89] (above the mid-point of 5). In
fact, subjective certainty negatively correlated with accuracy
such that for every extra unit more certain participants
were about their judgements, their odds of having correctly
identified a sound’s origin decreased by 5% (odds ratio
(OR) = 0.95), b = −0.05, 95% CI [−0.08, −0.01], z = 2.71, p =
0.007. However, this association strongly depended on
sound origin, b = 0.12, 95% CI [0.05, 0.18], z = 3.45, p < 0.001.
Participants who reported higher certainty in judgements of
sounds with infectious origins were not significantly more
accurate than those who were less certain (z = 0.51, p =
0.607), but participants who reported higher certainty in
their judgements about sounds with non-infectious origins
were significantly less accurate than those who were less certain (z = −4.43, p < 0.001). This might indicate that perceivers
are using non-diagnostic auditory cues to infer pathogen
threat, a point we return to in the next study.
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After each clip, participants answered: (i) ‘do you think
the sound is from a person with an infectious illness or
a person with a non-infectious condition?’ (infectious/noninfectious); (ii) ‘how certain are you that your above answer
is correct?’ (1/9 = not at all certain/very certain); and (iii)
‘how clear is the sound in this audio clip (how well could
you hear it)?’ (1/9 = not at all clear/very clear).
Participants next completed a trait-level index of disease
concern, the perceived vulnerability to disease questionnaire
[28]. To save space, we report models using this scale in [25].
Finally, participants completed demographic items.
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Figure 1. Plots visualize judgement accuracy by sound origin across studies (study 3 depicts separate panels by sound rating condition). The dashed lines represent
chance levels, and error bars represent profile 95% confidence intervals based on the standard error of the sound origin difference. Points represent average accuracy
for stimuli, ‘jittered’ with random noise to make visible unique accuracy scores. (Online version in colour.)
coughs, 10 non-infectious coughs, 10 infectious sneezes, and
10 non-infectious sneezes. These will be randomly ordered,
so you will have to judge the type of each sound.’ Second,
before identifying each sound clip as infectious or non-infectious in origin, participants were instructed to rate ‘how
disgusting do you find this sound?’ (1/9 = not at all disgusting/very disgusting).

(b) Results
Given perceiver knowledge of sound origin base rates and
prior ratings of disgust, were participants able to accurately
identify infectious and non-infectious cough and sneeze
sounds? Still, we found no sufficient evidence for this ability. On average, participants correctly identified 42% of the
sounds as either infectious or not, again not significantly
different from chance2, b = −0.28, 95% CI [−0.61, 0.05].
The upper bound of the CI for overall accuracy translates
to 51%, so we can reject overall accuracy above 51%.
Also, like in study 1, accuracy did not significantly
depend on whether the sounds were truly infectious or
non-infectious in origin, 95% CI [−0.68, 0.64], p = 0.954
(figure 1). Similar to study 1, low accuracy stems from
the fact that participants more often classified non-infectious sounds as infectious (56% false positive rate/44%
specificity) than infectious sounds as infectious (44% true
positive rate/sensitivity).
Were disgust ratings associated with judgement accuracy?
We find no sufficient evidence for an average association
between disgust ratings and accuracy, 95% CI [−0.01, 0.05].
However, this association strongly depended on sound
origin, b = 0.75, 95% CI [0.69, 0.81], z = 25.11, p < 0.001. For

sounds with infectious origins, the more disgusting that participants perceived those sounds, the more accurately they
identified them (i.e. judging them correctly as having an
infectious origin). For sounds with non-infectious origins,
the more disgusting that participants perceived those
sounds, the less accurately they identified them (i.e. judging
them incorrectly as having an infectious origin). These patterns are consistent with the hypothesis that disgust
response is used as an index for pathogen presence: if they
perceive a person’s cough or sneeze as disgusting, they are
more likely to judge it as having an infectious origin.
As in study 1, participants were reasonably certain about
their judgements, M = 6.08, 95% CI [5.80, 6.35] (above the
mid-point of 5). For every additional unit of certainty, the
odds of their accurately judging the sound’s origin decreased
by 4% (OR = 0.96), b = −0.04, 95% CI [−0.07, −0.01], z =
2.89, p = 0.004. Unlike in study 1, we found no sufficient
evidence this association depended on sound origin,
95% CI [−0.03, 0.08].
Comparing study 2 to study 1, it seems that focusing on
how disgusting cough and sneeze sounds are perceived
does not significantly improve judgement accuracy for
those sounds’ origin. Perceivers did rate sounds they thought
were disgusting as more likely to be infectious in origin. This
may reflect perceivers’ lay theories that more disgusting
sounds are more likely to be infectious.
However, study 2 lacked a control condition, which
would allow us to directly test whether orienting participants
to how disgusting the sounds were—compared to another
subjective quality—improves accuracy. In study 3, we randomly assigned participants to rate sounds on either
disgust or clarity before making origin judgements.
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Figure 2. Plots visualize the relationship between sound rating (clarity or disgust) and judgement accuracy by sound origin (infectious or non-infectious targets). Higher
ratings of disgust correlated positively with accuracy for infectious sounds but negatively with accuracy for non-infectious sounds (clarity ratings had no significant effect).
Dashed lines represent adjusted average accuracy for each condition. Small points represent raw judgements ‘jittered’ with random noise to make visible unique judgements. Ribbons around the lines represent 95% confidence intervals based on the three-way interaction (see effects package in R [30]). (Online version in colour.)

4. Study 3
(a) Methods
(i) Participants
Two hundred and twenty-four people recruited from MTurk
using the methods from prior studies participated for $1.00.
Our final sample comprised 211 participants (Mage = 37.01,
s.d.age = 12.24, 108 women), which afforded us 80% power
to detect about a 10% difference from 50% (Cohen’s h = 0.19).

(ii) Materials and procedure
Study 3 followed the same procedures as study 2 except we
randomly assigned participants to rate disgust (n = 106) or
clarity (n = 105) for each sound before judging its origins. Participants read: ‘research has shown that people are better at
identifying the origin of sounds like the ones you’ll hear
when they pay attention to the sounds’ (auditory clarity/disgusting quality). Therefore, when you attempt to identify each
sound, pay special attention to (how clear the sound is/how
disgusting the sound is) before making your decision.’ For
each sound clip, participants responded to the question ‘how
[clear/disgusting] do you find this sound?’ (1/9 = not at all
[clear/disgusting]/very [clear/disgusting]).

(b) Results
Are people able to accurately identify the origins of infectious
and non-infectious cough and sneeze sounds when explicitly
attending to how clear or disgusting the sounds are? On average, participants accurately identified sound origin 43% of
the time, not significantly different from chance, b = −0.30,
95% CI [−0.66, 0.07]. The upper bound of the CI for overall
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accuracy translates to 52%, so we can reject overall accuracy
above 52%. Also, like in studies 1–2, accuracy did not significantly depend on whether the sounds were truly
infectious or non-infectious in origin, 95% CI [−0.67, 0.79]
(figure 1). Similar to studies 1 and 2, low overall accuracy
stems from participants more often classifying non-infectious sounds as infectious (57% and 56% false positive
rates/43% and 44% specificity for disgust and clarity conditions) than infectious sounds as infectious (45% and
43% true positive rates/sensitivities for disgust and clarity
conditions).
Were clarity and disgust ratings associated with accuracy?
We found no significant average association, but the association between sound rating and accuracy significantly
depended on both sound origin and rating condition (a
three-way interaction) (figure 2), b = 1.02, 95% CI [0.91,
1.14], z = 17.88, p < 0.001. In the disgust rating condition, the
more disgusting participants perceived sounds with infectious origins, the more accurately they identified them
(z = 17.98, p < 0.001), but the more disgusting participants
perceived sounds with non-infectious origins, the less accurately they identified them (z = −18.14, p < 0.001). This is
similar to the pattern found in study 2. By contrast, we
found no sufficient evidence for associations between
perceived clarity and accuracy (zs = 0.07 and −0.25 and
ps = 0.947 and 0.800).
As in studies 1–2, participants were reasonably certain
about their judgements, M = 6.35, 95% CI [6.14, 6.56] (above
the mid-point of 5). For every additional unit more certain
participants rated their judgement, the odds of their accurately judging sound origin decreased by 4% (OR = 0.96),
b = −0.04, 95% CI [−0.065, −0.01], z = 2.97, p = 0.003.

5. General discussion
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Endnotes
1

We computed 95% confidence intervals using the likelihood profile
method [29].
2
Here and across studies, overall accuracy falls below 50%. Adjusting
for sound type (cough or sneeze), target demographics, and sound
disgustingness did not substantively change this pattern.
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Can perceivers detect pathogen threats from cough and
sneeze sounds? Given our hypothesis that this capacity
would be adaptive for limiting pathogenic exposure, and
existing work indicating similar capacities with other sensory
modalities, we predicted that people would be able to accurately detect pathogen threat using auditory cues. Across
four studies, we found no support for this prediction. Moreover, there was no evidence that accuracy improved when
participants knew the true number of infectious sounds in
advance or when participants focused on how clear or disgusting they perceived the sounds. Despite this poor overall
accuracy, perceivers consistently reported reasonable certainty in their judgements.
Poor accuracy notwithstanding, we identified one subjective dimension used to identify the origin of sounds. In
studies 2 and 3, the more disgusting that participants rated
sounds, the more likely they were to judge a sound as infectious in origin, regardless of whether it truly was. This was
not the case for another subjective dimension—sound clarity.
It seems that perceivers possess the lay theory that what disgusts them is likely to represent a disease threat, potentially
leading them to exhibit biases to avoid interactions with
others who make disgusting but non-infectious noises.
Given these findings, should we conclude that people possess
no auditory disease detection mechanism? Perhaps coughs and
sneezes are such strong and consistent physiological reflexes
that any variety of causes, infectious or not, will produce very
similar sounds. If so, the necessary sound variation would not
have been available to natural selection processes (or perceivers).
Such sound variation could be very limited, but recent work
suggests that this variation is available (e.g. to statistical learning
algorithms; [31]). However, human hearing mechanisms may
not be able to use it reliably, even with clinical training (e.g.
[32]). Another possibility is that people integrate available sickness
sound information with other sensory information (e.g. [33])
rather than perceiving it in isolation. Accuracy may improve
when people hear sounds alongside other sensory cues (e.g.
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stimuli may not represent the relevant range of sounds that perceivers encounter in natural settings. We tried to address this by
using a range of sound types (i.e. coughs and sneezes), but our
set may have nonetheless been limited in type, quality, and
breadth of eliciting conditions.
People certainly attend and react to auditory information
in contexts related to infectious disease threats [20,21]. However, our data suggest they are poorly able to distinguish
infectious cough and sneeze sounds from benign ones.
From an error management perspective, biases to presume
that coughs and sneezes indicate pathogen presence could
be functional if sound origin is uncertain and the costs of mistaking benign coughs and sneezes for infectious ones are

lower than the costs of mistaking infectious ones as benign.
However, this also does not appear to fully explain our
results. Individual differences in self-perceptions of vulnerability to disease were not significantly associated in a
consistent manner with inferences of infectious threat (see
[25]), as this perspective might predict.
Work on the psychological mechanisms that manage
infectious disease threat has recently flourished, coupled
with advances in our understanding of the selection pressures that pathogens have exerted on human evolution.
Despite this growing literature, relatively little research has
focused on the manner by which people accurately identify
pathogen threats. The work presented here on auditory detection expands on this emerging literature. Relevant
information about sickness is carried through sound, and
perceivers believe this information to be both useful and relatively safe [34], making it useful to know whether auditory
information is interpreted accurately. Adaptive explanations
also exist to predict either accurate or biased perception of
infection threats through sounds. Though the nascent state
of the literature makes this investigation largely exploratory,
the current work speaks to these alternative hypotheses and
advances future theorizing about pathogen threat processing.
In conclusion, we find no evidence that perceivers can
reliably detect pathogen threats from cough and sneeze
sounds, even though they are reasonably certain they can.
Perceivers seem to use the disgustingness of these sounds
to infer pathogen threat but paying attention to their disgust
does not significantly improve accuracy. Thus, the next time
you hear someone cough or sneeze, perhaps leave the diagnosis to the doctor.
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